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Abstract
In a peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay network, a large number and various types of peer processes are interconnected in networks and
are cooperating by using multimedia contents like movies and music. Here, multimedia contents are in nature distributed to peers in
various ways like downloading and caching to the peers. Multimedia streaming is a key technology to realize multimedia applica-
tions in networks. In multimedia streaming applications, multimedia contents are required to be reliable and continuously delivered
to processes in a real-time manner. Some contents peer may not send packets of a content at a required rate due to limited computa-
tion resource and a communication channel may not support enough Quality of Service (QoS) due to congestions and faults. Thus,
P2P overlay networks are in nature heterogeneous. In this paper, we newly discuss a heterogeneous asynchronous multi-source
streaming (HAMS) model where multiple contents peers transmit packets of a multimedia content to a requesting leaf peer to
increase the throughput, reliability, and scalability in P2P overlay networks. Here, some pair of channels between contents and leaf
peers may support different QoS. Peers may be faulty and some pair of contents peers may have different transmission rates. Finally,
we show the HAMS model can support higher throughput and shorter transmission time than the other models in the evaluation.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Multimedia streaming applications like video on demand and music streaming [13,19,20,22] are getting more pop-
ular and significant in the Internet applications [13,20]. Here, multimedia contents like video and music have to be
efficiently and reliably delivered to users from contents providers while real-time constraints are satisfied. Multimedia
streaming service [13,20] is required to be provided for various types of applications like distance learning [15] and
home entertainment [3]. Information systems are rather being shifted from the client-server model to the peer-to-peer
(P2P) model [5,18,28]. In peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay networks [5,18,28], a large number of peer computers, mainly
personal computers are interconnected in networks. Furthermore, multimedia contents are in nature distributed in var-
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database servers but also less-reliable, low-performance personal computers interconnected in various types of net-
works from high-speed, reliable networks like fibre networks to low-speed, less-reliable networks like radio networks.
Thus, a large number and various types of peer processes (abbreviated peers) are cooperating by exchanging vari-
ous types of messages including multimedia ones with each other through various types of communication networks
[1,6,10]. In multimedia streaming applications, peers which have multimedia contents can support other peers with the
multimedia contents in P2P overlay networks. The peers supporting multimedia contents are referred to as contents
peers. On the other hand, peers which receive multimedia contents are leaf peers. Peers are performed in various types
of computers like personal computers, mobile computers, and sensors-actors [2].
One-to-one/one-to-many types of communication protocols like TCP [17], UDP [16], and RTP [21] are so far
developed and widely used for multimedia applications. One-to-one and one-to-many communication protocols to
satisfy Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, i.e. delay time, bandwidth, and packet loss ratio are also discussed in
papers [9,26]. By using the protocols, a contents peer can reliably deliver packets to one or more than one leaf peer.
However, communication channel between a contents peer and a leaf peer may not support enough QoS due to conges-
tions. In addition, a contents peer may not be able to transmit packets to a leaf peer at required rate due to congestions.
Thus, each leaf peer may not receive packets from a contents peer so as to satisfy the real-time and continuous media
constraints due to the limited computation resource of the contents peer and lower level of network QoS.
A large number of leaf peers have to be supported and every packet of a multimedia content is required to be
reliably delivered to each peer so as to satisfy the real-time constraint in multimedia streaming applications. An
asynchronous multi-source streaming (AMSS) model [7,8] is discussed to realize the scalable multimedia streaming
service by using multiple contents peers. Here, each of multiple contents peers rather sends only a part of a multimedia
content to a leaf peer at a slower rate. The system is assumed to be homogeneous, i.e. every channel supports the same
QoS and every peer has the same computation resource, every contents peer sends packets at the same transmission
rate. However, peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay networks are in nature heterogeneous since various types of computers are
interconnected in various types of networks. In this paper, we newly discuss a heterogeneous asynchronous multi-
source streaming (HAMS) model in heterogeneous environment. Here, each communication channel may support
different QoS and each peer may support different transmission rate. In the HAMS model, packets of a multimedia
content are in parallel transmitted to a leaf peer through multiple channels from multiple contents peers. In the HAMS
model, every active contents peer asynchronously starts transmitting a subsequence of the packets of a content to each
leaf peer independently of the other contents peers. Each contents peer autonomously selects some packets of the
multimedia content by exchanging control information with other active contents peers in a simple version of group
communication protocol [4,11,12,14,24,25]. If every contents peer sends all the packets of the multimedia content to
a leaf peer, redundant packets are transmitted to the leaf peer while application data can be more reliably delivered to
the leaf peer. Hence, more than some number of active contents peers do not send same packets to a leaf peer to reduce
the redundant transmission of packets and increase the reliability and availability. Packets are in parallel transmitted
by multiple contents peers to a leaf peer to increase the throughput. In addition, communication and computation
load of a contents peer from a large number of leaf peers can be distributed to multiple contents peers to realize the
scalability. Even low-performance and less-reliable personal computers can support multimedia contents with leaf
peers as contents peers. We evaluate the performance of the HAMS model composed compared with other models.
We show the HAMS model implies the higher throughput and shorter transmission time than the AMSS model and a
traditional single-source model.
In Section 2, we present a system model. In Section 3, we discuss how to decompose a multimedia content to
a sequence of packets. In Section 4, we discuss the heterogeneous asynchronous multi-source streaming (HAMS)
model for P2P overlay networks. In Section 5, we evaluate the HAMS model in terms of throughput compared with
the single-source streaming and asynchronous multi-source streaming (AMSS) models.
2. Multimedia streaming models
2.1. Single-source streaming (SSS) model
We consider multimedia streaming applications [19,20,22] like video on demand and music streaming [13,20]
in a peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay network. P2P applications are realized by cooperation of multiple peer processes
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(abbreviated peers) by exchanging multimedia data with other peers. Multimedia contents are distributed to peers
in various ways. For example, some multimedia content in a peer is downloaded to another peer. A multimedia
content may be replicated to multiple servers in order to increase the reliability and performance. A peer which has
a multimedia content and can deliver the multimedia content to other peers is referred to as contents peer of the
multimedia content. On the other hand, a peer which receives a multimedia content from contents peers is referred to
as leaf peers of the multimedia content. Relations of contents peers and leaf peers are relative. For example, a leaf
peer of a multimedia content can be a contents peer if the leaf peer receives the content. Peers are interconnected
in underlying networks. A packet is a unit of data transmission in an underlying network. A multimedia content is
decomposed into packets and packets are transmitted in a network, e.g. by using TCP [17].
First, a leaf peer sends a request of a multimedia content C to a contents peer which supports the multimedia
content C. On receipt of a request of the multimedia content C from a leaf peer, a contents peer starts transmitting
a sequence of packets of the content C to the leaf peer. One contents peer typically supports multiple leaf peers and
transmits packets of the multimedia content to each leaf peer asynchronously with the other leaf peers. Even if there
are multiple replicas of a contents peer, each leaf peer is supported by one of the replicas as shown in Fig. 1. This
model is referred to as single-source streaming (SSS) model. If the contents peer is faulty, the leaf peers cannot receive
packets of the multimedia content. Even if another contents peer is taken as a backup of the faulty contents peer, it
takes time to change the servicing contents peer with the backup contents peer. If the contents peer is faulty or a
communication channel between the contents peer and a leaf peer does not support enough Quality of Service (QoS)
like bandwidth, delay time, and packet loss ratio, the leaf peer cannot receive packets with required QoS, especially
real-time constraint. Furthermore, a contents peer may be performance bottleneck if a large number of leaf peers
send content requests to the contents peer. We discuss another model to realize the reliable and scalable multimedia
streaming service in P2P overlay networks.
2.2. Multi-source streaming model
In order to realize the higher scalability, reliability, throughput, and real-timeness of multimedia streaming service,
multiple contents peers are used to deliver a multimedia content to each leaf peer in the asynchronous multi-source
streaming (AMSS) model [7,8] as shown in Fig. 2. Let C show a multimedia content. Let CPC stand for a set of
contents peers CP1, . . . ,CPn (n  1), each of which supports leaf peers with the multimedia content C. Let LPC
show a set of leaf peers LP1, . . . , LPm (m  1) each of which issues a request of the content C to contents peers.
Here, let CLis show a logical communication channel between a contents peer CPi and a leaf peer LPs . For exam-
ple, each channel CLis can be realized in a connection supported by TCP [17] and datagram service provided by
UDP [16]. A channel CLis is characterized in Quality of Service (QoS), bandwidth bwis , delay time dlis , and packet
loss ratio plis . A multimedia streaming protocol named asynchronous multi-source streaming (AMSS) protocol [7,8]
is discussed for a homogeneous system where every channel supports the same QoS and every contents peer has the
same computation power, i.e. each contents peer sends packets of a content at the same transmission rate. However,
peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay networks are heterogeneous since various types of computers and networks are included.
In this paper, we discuss a multimedia streaming protocol in a heterogeneous system where each channel may support
different QoS and each contents peer may send packets at different transmission rate. In the multi-source streaming
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Fig. 3. Fully redundant transmission. Fig. 4. Parity packets.
(MSS) approach [7,8], multiple contents peers CP1, . . . ,CPn send packets of the multimedia content C to a leaf peer
LPs in the following strategies:
1. Parallel transmission of packets from multiple contents peers to a leaf peer LPs .
2. Minimally redundant transmission of packets to a leaf peer LPs .
In peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay networks, every computer can be a contents peer if a multimedia content is stored in
the computer. For example, a personal computer can be a contents peer if a multimedia content is downloaded to the
personal computer. Here, a contents peer may not support enough transmission speed of packets due to the limited
computation resource, especially CPU speed. A contents peer may be faulty. In addition, a communication channel
from a contents peer to a leaf peer may not support enough QoS. In the multi-source streaming (MSS) approach, one
or more than one contents peer transmits packets of a multimedia contents C to a requesting leaf peer LPs . At one
end, each of multiple contents peers sends every packet of a multimedia content C to a leaf peer. Here, the leaf peer
can more reliably receive the content C even if some contents peer is faulty and some packets sent by a contents peer
are lost in the underlying network. However, since redundant packets are transmitted, the network may be congested
and the leaf peer is overloaded to receive the redundant packets. At another end, each contents peer transmits different
packets to the leaf peer LPs so that packets are in parallel transmitted through multiple communication channels.
Some number of contents peers, not all the contents peers send redundantly same packets to increase the reliability.
Furthermore, contents peers in parallel sends different packets to realize the higher throughput. Even if some channel
is too slow to transmit packets of the multimedia content C, every packet can be delivered to the leaf peer so as
to satisfy the QoS requirement. In addition, even if some contents peer CPi cannot transmit packets at the required
transmission rate, another contents peer can transmit other packets which the contents peer CPi cannot send. Here,
the leaf peer LPs can receive packets from multiple contents peers at the required rate.
Packets may be lost due to congestions and contents peers may stop by fault. Even if some packets are lost due to
congestions and faults of contents peers, a leaf peer LPs has to receive every data of a multimedia content C without
retransmission of lost packets to satisfy the real-time constraint. One idea is that packets are redundantly transmitted
to the leaf peer LPs as shown in Fig. 3. The more number of redundant packets are transmitted, the more congested in
the leaf peer LPs . In the asynchronous multi-source streaming (AMSS) model [7,8] and two-phase slow start (TPSS)
algorithm [26,27], a parity packet for some number of packets is transmitted so that every application data in the
packets can be recovered even if one of the packets is lost. In Fig. 4, a parity packet t12 is obtained by taking the
exclusive or (XOR) of a pair of packets t1 and t2. The parity packet t12 is transmitted. In high-speed networks, packets
are lost in a bursty manner due to buffer overruns and overflows of a receiver peer. In the TPSS algorithm, application
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channel is, the more number of packets are lost in a bursty manner. In a faster channel from a contents peer to a leaf
peer, more number of packets may be lost in the multi-source streaming (MSS) model. In this paper, no packet is
redundantly transmitted by multiple contents peers but parity packets for some number of packets are transmitted.
3. Packet distribution to multiple channels
3.1. Packet sequences
A packet is a unit of data transmission in an underlying network. In a contents peer CPi , a multimedia content C
is decomposed into a sequence pkt = 〈t1, . . . , tl〉 of packets. Then, the contents peer CPi transmits the packets in the
network. Suppose a sequence pkt = 〈t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6, t7, t8〉 of eight packets is obtained from a multimedia content C.
Multiple contents peers CP1, . . . ,CPn transmit packets in the packet sequence pkt to a requesting leaf peer LPs . Each
contents peer CPi transmits not all the packets, just a part of the packet sequence pkt. Here, let pktis be a subsequence
of a packet sequence pkt , which a contents peer CPi transmits to a leaf peer LPs . For example, a subsequence pktis
of the packet sequence pkt is composed of packets {th | h = i + n · d for d = 0,1, . . .} in the asynchronous multi-
source streaming (AMSS) model [7,8]. That is, there are three subsequences pkt1s = 〈t1, t4, t7〉,pkt2s = 〈t2, t5, t8〉,
and ptk3s = 〈t3, t6〉 of the packet sequence pkt. For example, the contents peer CP2 sends three packets t2, t5, and t8
to the leaf peer LPs .
A union pkt1 ∪ pkt2 of packet sequences pkt1 and pkt2 is a packet sequence including every packet in pkt1 and pkt2
where the packets are totally ordered in the sequence number and no redundant packets are included. For example,
pkt1 ∪ pkt2 = 〈t1, t2, t3, t5, t7〉 for a pair of subsequences pkt1 = 〈t1, t3, t5〉 and pkt2 = 〈t2, t3, t5, t7〉. Let pkt〈ti ] and
pkt[ti〉 show a prefix 〈t1, . . . , ti〉 and postfix 〈ti , ti+1, . . . , tl〉 of a packet sequence pkt = 〈t1, . . . , ti , . . . , tl〉, respectively.
For example, pkt〈t3] = 〈t1, t2, t3〉 and pkt[t6〉 = 〈t6, t7, t8〉. pkt[ti , tj ] shows an infix 〈ti , ti+1, . . . , tj−1, tj 〉 of a packet
sequence 〈t1, . . . , ti , . . . , tj , . . . , tl〉. For example, pkt[t3, t6] is 〈t3, t4, t5, t6〉. Let |pkt| be the number of packets in a
packet sequence pkt.
Suppose there are three contents peers CP1, CP2, and CP3 supporting a multimedia content C. A leaf peer LPs first
sends a request of the content C to the contents peers CP1, CP2, and CP3. Here, the contents peers CP1, CP2, and CP3
send packet subsequences pkt11 = 〈t1, t4, t7〉, pkt21 = 〈t2, t5, t8〉, and pkt31 = 〈t3, t6〉 to the leaf peer LPs , respectively.
Then, the leaf peer LPs obtains the packet sequence pkt = pkt11 ∪ pkt21 ∪ pkt31 = 〈t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6, t7, t8〉 from the
subsequences pkt11, pkt21, and pkt31 sent by the contents peers CP1, CP2, and CP3, respectively.
3.2. Allocation of packets to channels
In this paper, we consider a heterogeneous system where a communication channel CLis from each contents peer
CPi to a leaf peer LPs may not support the same Quality of Service (QoS). The larger bandwidth bwis a channel
CLis implies, the more number of packets are transmitted through the channel CLis . |pktis | |pktjs | if the bandwidth
bwis from a contents peer CPi to a leaf peer LPs is larger than the bandwidth bwis of another contents peer CPj .
Suppose a multimedia content C is decomposed into a sequence t1, t2, . . . , tl of packets. There are three contents
peers CP1, CP2, and CP3 which transmit the packets t1, t2, . . . to a leaf peer LPs . Suppose that the bandwidth ratio
bw1s : bw2s : bw3s of three channels CL1s , CL2s , and CL3s is 4 : 2 : 1. Here, the ratio |pkt1s | : |pkt2s | : |pkt3s | can be
the bandwidth ratio 4 : 2 : 1. Next, we discuss which packets each contents peer CPi transmits to the leaf peer LPs . In
the single-source streaming (SSS) model, one contents peer sends a sequence pkt of the packets t1, t2, . . . to the leaf
peer as shown in Fig. 5(a). In our multi-source streaming way, the contents peers CP1, CP2, and CP3 transmit the
packets of the multimedia content C as shown in Fig. 5(b). The fastest contents peer CP1 transmits four packets t1,
t2, t4, and t5. The second fastest contents peer CP2 transmits two packets t3 and t6 and the slowest contents peer CP3
transmits one packet t7 to the leaf peer LPs . Here, pkt1s = 〈t1, t2, t4, t5, . . .〉, pkt2s = 〈t3, t6, . . .〉, and pkt3s = 〈t7, . . .〉.
|pkt1s | : |pkt2s | : |pkt3s | = 4 : 2 : 1. First, the leaf peer LPs receives the top packet t1 of the packet sequence pkt from
the contents peer CP1. Here, the leaf peer LPs delivers the packet t1. Then, the leaf peer LPs receives a pair of packets
t2 and t3 from the contents peers CP1 and CP2, respectively, at the same time. The leaf peer LPs delivers the packets t2
and t3. Then, the leaf peer LPs receives a packet t4 from the contents peer CP1. The leaf peer LPs delivers the packet t4
without waiting for other packets from the contents peer CP2 and CP3 since every packet preceding the packet t4 has
been delivered. On receipt of the packet t7 from the slowest contents peer CP3, the leaf peer LPs delivers the packets t5,
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Fig. 6. Time slots.
t6, and t7 since LPs also receives the packets t5 and t6 from the other contents peers CP1 and CP2, respectively. Here,
a subsequence 〈t1, . . . , t7〉 of the packets is referred to as segment. The next segment is a subsequence 〈t8, . . . , t14〉.
Since the packets are in parallel transmitted by three contents peers CP1, CP2, and CP3, the transmission time can be
reduced as shown in Figs. 5(a) and (b) where the fastest contents peer CP1 transmits packets in the SSS model.
Data transmission in each channel CLis from a contents peer CPi to a leaf peer LPs is modeled to be a sequence of
time slots CL1is ,CL
2
is , . . . ,CL
ci
is where the kth packet t
k
is in a subsequence pktis = 〈t1is , t2is , . . . , tciis 〉 can be transmitted
in the kth time slot CLkis (k = 1, . . . , ci , i = 1, . . . , n). Here, ci is the number of packets in a subsequence pktis ,
i.e. ci = |pktis |. Each time slot CLkis is characterized in transmission time proportional to the bandwidth bwis of the
channel CLis . The transmission time of each time slot CLkis is the same in a channel CLis . Figure 6 shows time slots of
the channels CL1s , CP2s , and CL3s . The larger bandwidth bwis of a channel CLis is, the shorter each time slot CLkis of
the channel CLis is. The size τis [msec] of each time slot CLkis shows the transmission time of one packet in a channel
CLis with inter-packet gap. For example, the time slot size τis is 0.4 [msec] if a channel CLis is a Gigabit Ethernet
[6] where the content packet size is 500 bytes long. Let st(CLkis) and et(CLkis) show when a contents peer CPi starts
and finishes transmitting the kth packet in a subsequence pktis , respectively. First, st(CL0is) is defined to be 0 for every
channel CLis . Then, et(CLk+1is ) = st(CLkis) + τis . st(CLk+1is ) = et(CLkis). Here, a time slot CLkis precedes another time
slot CLhjs (written as CLkis → CLhjs ) if et(CLkis) < et(CLhjs). This means, the leaf peer LPs receives a packet in the
time slot CLkis before a packet from a contents peer CPj in the other time slot CL
h
js . Let CL be a set of all the time
slots in the channels CLis , . . . ,CLns . Time slots in the time slot set CL are partially ordered in the precedent relation
→. A time slot CL in the set CL is referred to as initial if and only if (iff) there is no time slot CL′ such that CL′
precedes CL (CL′ → CL) in the set CL.
Each packet th in a packet sequence pkt (h = 1, . . . , l) is allocated to one time slot in the set CL as follows:
[Allocation of packets] Let CL be a set of time slots in the channels CL1s , . . . , CLns . For each packet tk in a packet
sequence pkt (k = 1, . . . , l),
1. find an initial time slot CL such that st(CL) st(CL′) for every initial time slot CL′ in the time slot set CL,
2. allocate the packet tk with the time slot CL, and
3. remove the time slot CL from the time slot set CL.
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At step 1, there might be multiple initial time slots in the time slot set CL. Here, we take the fastest channel CL,
i.e. “st(CL) > st(CL′) for every initial time slot CL′” means the starting time st(CL) is the latest out of the initial time
slots in the set CL.
Let us consider the channels CL1s , CL2s , and CL3s of three contents peers CP1, CP2, and CP3, respectively, shown
in Fig. 6. Each channel CLis is modeled to be a sequence of logical time slots, CL1is , CL2is , . . . , CL
ci
is for i = 1,2,3, i.e.
CL = {CL1is ,CL2is , . . . ,CLciis | i = 1,2,3}. The time slots in the time slot set CL are partially ordered in the precedent
relation → as shown in a Hasse diagram of Fig. 7. According to the packet allocation algorithm, the initial time slot
CL11s is first selected and the top packet t1 in the sequence pkt is assigned with the time slot CL
1
1s . The time slot CL
1
1s
is removed from the set CL. Next, there are a pair of initial time slots CL21s and CL12s . Here, st(CL21s) > st(CL12s) since
the channel CL1s of the contents peer CP1 is faster than the channel CL2s of CP2 (bw1s > bw2s). The time slot CL21s
is taken for the second packet t2. The time slot CL21s is removed from the set CL. Then, the initial time slot CL32s is
taken for the packet t3. Thus, packets are assigned with time slots as shown in Fig. 5(b).
4. HAMS model
We discuss a heterogeneous asynchronous multi-source streaming (HAMS) model.
4.1. Asynchronous coordination of contents peers
Multiple contents peers CPi , . . . ,CPn transmit packets of a multimedia content C to a leaf peer LPs in the multi-
source streaming model. In the centralized coordination, there is one coordination peer, say CP1. The other contents
peers CP2, . . . ,CPn start transmitting packets according to the starting request from the coordinator CP1. Itaya et
al. [7,8] discuss the centralized coordination protocol similar to the two-phase commitment (2PC) protocol [23]. The
coordinator can be a single point of failure and it takes time, at least three rounds to exchange messages among
contents peers. We take another approach, asynchronous coordination model for increasing the reliability and reduce
the coordination time.
In the asynchronous coordination [7,8], each contents peer CPi independently starts transmitting packets of the
multimedia content C on receipt of a content request from the leaf peer LPs . While transmitting packets to the leaf
peer LPs , each contents peer exchanges with the other contents peers information on which packets have been sent by
the other contents peers and information on the bandwidth of a channel between the contents peer and the leaf peer
[Fig. 8]. Here, packets exchanged between a contents peer and a leaf peer are referred to as content packets. On the
other hand, packets exchanged among contents peers are referred to as control packets. In this paper, we consider a
heterogeneous network where some pair of channels support different bandwidths and some pair of contents peers are
performed at different processing rates. Hence, a contents peer sends packets to a leaf peer at different rate from other
peers.
4.2. Data structure
Each content packet t is identified by a unique sequence number t.SQ in a packet sequence pkt. It is noted that each
contents peer sends content packets to a leaf peer but the sequence numbers of the content packets may be gapped.
For example, a contents peer CP1 sends content packets of sequence numbers 1,2,4,5,8, . . . while another contents
peer CP2 sends contents packets 3,6, . . . as shown in Fig. 5.
Each contents peer CPi perceives another contents peer CPj to be active if CPi receives a control packet from the
contents peer CPj . Otherwise, the contents peer CPi perceives CPj to be dormant. We discuss how to detect dormant
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contents peers in the succeeding subsection. Here, VW i shows a view of the contents peer CPi , i.e. a subset of contents
peers which the contents peer CPi perceives to be active. Initially, VW i = {CPi} since the contents peer CPi knows
only itself to be active. The view VW i is realized in a bitmap 〈V1, . . . , Vn〉 where the j th bit Vj is 1 if a contents peer
CPi perceives a contents peer CPj to be active, otherwise Vj = 0 (j = 1, . . . , n). Here, VW i .Vj shows the j th bit Vj
in the view VW i . |VW i | is |{CPj | VW i .Vj = 1}|, i.e. the number of active contents peers which a contents peer CPi
perceives.
In each contents peer CPi , the following variables are manipulated to transmit content packets to a leaf peer LPs :
• SQj = sequence number of a content packet where the contents peer CPi knows that each contents peer CPj has
sent every content packet t where t.SQ SQj to the leaf peer LPs , initially 0 (j = 1, . . . , n).
• VWj = view 〈V1, . . . , Vn〉 of another contents peer CPj which the contents peer CPi knows (j = 1, . . . , n).
• MVQjk = sequence number of a content packet where the contents peer CPi knows that another contents peer
CPj has known that the contents peer CPk sent every data packet t where t.SQMVQik , initially 0.
• MVQ = {MVQjk | j, k = 1, . . . , n}.
• MinMVQj = sequence number where the contents peer CPi knows that a contents peer CPj has known that
every active contents peer sent every content packet t where t.SQ  MinMVQj , i.e. the minimum of values
Mj1, . . . ,Mjn for the contents peer CPj , where Mjk = MVQjk if VW i .Vk = 1, otherwise Mjk =  where 
shows infinite number (for j, k = 1, . . . , n).
• MinMVQ = min(MinMVQ1, . . . ,MinMVQn).
• BWj = bandwidth of a contents peer CPj which the contents peer CPi knows (j = 1, . . . , n).
Here, SQi shows the sequence number of a content packet which the contents peer CPi has most recently
transmitted. BW i is the bandwidth of a channel CLis of the contents peer CPi . VW i is the view of the contents
peer CPi . No(CPj ) shows the order of the active contents peer CPj in the view VW i . For example, for view
VW1 = 〈1,0,1,0,1, . . .〉, No(CP1) = 1, No(CP3) = 2, and No(CP5) = 3.
The contents peer CPi knows that every contents peer CPj has transmitted every content packet t where t.SQ
MinMVQ. “MVQjk = ” means that a contents peer CPj does not perceive another contents peer CPk to be active.
MinMVQi = min(SQ1, . . . ,SQn).
Each control packet c sent by a contents peer CPi carries the following information:
• c.SQ = vector of sequence numbers 〈SQ1, . . . ,SQn〉 where each element SQj is a sequence number of a content
packet most recently sent by a contents peer CPj which CPi knows (j = 1, . . . , n).
• c.VW = view VW i of CPi .
• c.BW = bandwidth BW i of CPi .
A control packet c sent by a contents peer CPi carries a vector SQ of the sequence numbers of content packets and
the view VW and bandwidth BW of CPi . On sending a control packet c, a contents peer CPi manipulates the control
packet c as follows:
c.SQ := 〈SQ1, . . . ,SQn〉;
c.VW := VW i ;
c.BW := BW i .
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follows:
SQj := c.SQj ;
MVQjk := SQk (k = 1, . . . , n);
VWj := c.VW;
BWj := c.BW .
Each time a contents peer CPi sends a content packet t to a leaf peer LPs , SQi := t.SQ.
4.3. Transmission of content and control packets
Every active contents peer knows that every content packet t where t.SQ  MinMVQ has been surely sent by
some contents peer to the leaf peer LPs . Here, even if a contents peer CPi had not sent some packet t where t.SQ
MinMVQ, the contents peer CPi does not need to send the packet t since the packet t has been surely sent by another
contents peer. Here, the contents peer CPi can only send a content packet t where t.SQ > MinMVQ.
Let MaxBW show the maximum bandwidth in all the maximum bandwidths MaxBW1, . . . , MaxBWn of the contents
peers CP1, . . . ,CPn. Every contents peer CPi is assumed to know the maximum bandwidth MaxBWj of every other
contents peer CPj (j = 1, . . . , n). The maximum bandwidth MaxBW i of each contents peer CPi is assumed to be
invariant while the bandwidth BW i is changed.
The faster a contents peer is, the more number of packets are transmitted. The number of packets to be sent by each
contents peer CPi should be decided to be proportional to the bandwidth BW i . The bandwidth BW i of each contents
peer CPi may change due to overload and congestions of the communication channel. It spends computation and
communication resource to reallocate packets to each contents peer each time the bandwidth of some contents peer is
changed. In order to reduce the overhead of the packet allocation, the contents peers are classified with respect to the
bandwidth BW i (MaxBW i ) in each active contents peer CPi as follows:
[Classification of contents peers]
1. A contents peer CPj is in a class 0 if BWj = MaxBW .
2. A contents peer CPj is classified into the class k if 2−k+1 > BWj /MaxBW  2−k (k  1).
Let K show the total number of classes of the contents peers. Let class(CPi ) denote a class of a contents peer
CPi (∈ {0,1, . . . ,K − 1}). Let Ck be a set of contents peers of a class k (k = 0,1, . . . ,K − 1). Each contents peer
is uniquely identified by the peer identifier like IP address. If there are multiple contents peers in each class k, the
contents peers in Ck are sorted in an ascending order of the peer identifiers. Let CPNk ( 0) be the number |Ck| of
active contents peers in a class k (< K). For each class k (k = 0,1, . . . ,K − 1), there is a sequence BKk of buckets
BKk0,BKk1, . . . ,BKkck (ck  0). Each bucket Bki (i = 1, . . . , ck) includes the number CPNk ( 1) of content packets,
where one content packet from each active contents peer of a class k. Let MaxSQ shows the sequence number of the
last content packet. For some packet sequence number IniSQ, content packets in a postfix 〈tIniSQ, tIniSQ+1, . . . , tl〉 of
the content packet sequence pkt are allocated to the buckets as follows:
[Packet allocation PAlloc(IniSQ,K,MaxSQ)]
ci := bi := 0 for every i;
k := 0;
for each packet th in a packet sequence pkt
(h = IniSQ, IniSQ + 1, . . . ,MaxSQ){
store th in the bucket BKkbk ;
ck := ck + 1;
if ck > CPNk{
bk := bk + 1;
if k = K − 1, k := 0;
else if bk is even, k := k + 1;
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}
}
According to the packet allocation algorithm PAlloc(IniSQ, K , MaxSQ), content packets are first allocated to
buckets of the fastest channel. Lastly, content packets are allocated to the slowest channel. Here, a subsequence of the
content packets allocated is referred to as a segment. For example, a segment is a subsequence 〈t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6, t7〉
of the content packets in Fig. 5. Initially, IniSQ = 1. If the view VW i is changed, content packets are reallocated to
the buffers. IniSQ is decided to denote a content packet in every active contents peer, content packets following which
are reallocated to buckets by using the packet allocation algorithm PAlloc(IniSQ,K,MaxSQ). A contents peer CPi
takes a sequence BKk = 〈BKk0,BKk1, . . . ,BKkck 〉 of buckets if CPi is in a class k, i.e. k = class(CPi ). If CPNk = 1,
each bucket in BKk includes one packet. The contents peer CPi sends a content packet for each bucket BKkr (r =
0,1, . . . , ck). If CPNk > 1, the number CPNk of content packets are included in each bucket since each of CPNk
active contents peers in the class k sends one content packet in each bucket of the bucket sequence BKk . Content
packets in each bucket are sorted in the packet sequence number. Let Ck be a set of contents peers of a class k. The
contents peers in the set Ck are sorted in the peer identifies. The contents peer CPi takes the vth packet in every bucket
of a bucket sequence BKk if the contents peer CPi is the vth in the set Ck .
The bandwidth BW i of a contents peer CPi may change, e.g. due to congestions. Let k be a class class(CPi ) of
the contents peer CPi . Unless 2−k+1 > BW i/MaxBW  2−k , the contents peer CPi has to be reclassified. Each active
contents peer CPi spends computation resource to reallocate packets to buffers. Hence, even if BW i/MaxBW i 
2−k+1, the class of a contents peer CPi is not upgraded. However, if BW i/MaxBW i < 2−k , the contents peer CPi
cannot send packets at a rate of the class k. The contents peer CPi is required to decrease the transmission rate. This
means, the leaf peer LPs may not receive some packet to be sent by the contents peer CPi . Hence, the class of the
contents peer CPi has to be degraded. Then, packets are also reallocated to buffers in every active contents peer.
4.4. Dormant contents peers
Each contents peer CPi detects if another contents peer CPj if dormant as follows:
[Dormant condition] A contents peer CPi perceives another contents peer CPj to be dormant if SQj < max{SQk |
VW i .Vk = 1, i.e. the contents peer CPi perceives another contents peer CPk to be active} − δi for some constant δi .
Each contents peer CPi sends content packets to a leaf peer LPs at the rate 1/BW i [packet/sec] where BW i is the
bandwidth of the contents peer CPi . Hence, the constant σi is proportional to the rate (1/MaxBW − 1/BW i ), i.e. δi =
α(1/MaxBW − 1/BW i ) where α is a constant. If another contents peer CPk is detected to be dormant in the contents
peer CPi , VW i .Vk = 0. If CPk is detected to be active in the contents peer CPi , VW i .Vk = 1. Even if a contents peer
CPj just gets slower, the other active contents peer CPi perceives CPj to be dormant.
If a contents peer CPi is dormant, content packets sent by the contents peer CPi do not satisfy the real-time
requirement. The other active contents peers are required to send additionally packets to be sent by the contents
peer CPi .
4.5. View change
By exchanging control packets among the contents peers, each contents peer CPi detects whether every other
contents peer is active or dormant. A control packet c sent by another contents peer CPj carries the view c.VW
(= VWj ) to the contents peer CPi . The contents peer CPi has a consistent view VW i iff VW i = VWj for every
contents peer CPj such that VW i .Vj = 1. Even if another contents peer CPj perceives the contents peer CPk to be
active, a contents peer CPi may perceive the contents peer CPk to be dormant since the contents peer CPi has not
received any control packet from the contents peer CPk .
[View change] Each time the view VW i of a contents peer CPi changes from inconsistent state to consistent state,
the contents peer CPi changes the transmission procedure as follows:
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BK0,BK1, . . . ,BKK−1 according to the packet allocation algorithm PAlloc(IniSQ, K , MaxSQ).
2. The contents peer CPi sends content packets from the buckets in the bucket sequence BKk where k is a class of
CPi , i.e. k = class(CPi ).
Even if some number of contents peers are dormant, the other active contents peers can deliver every data of a
multimedia content to a leaf peer as presented in the preceding subsection. However, if more number of contents peers
get dormant, the leaf peer cannot receive some content packets. Hence, a collection of active contents peers reallocate
content packets to buckets. Here, every active contents peer makes an agreement on the following points:
1. View, i.e. set of active contents peers.
2. Content packets which have been surely sent by some contents peer, i.e. sequence number SQ of a content packet
which has been surely sent by some contents peer.
3. Bandwidth of each active contents peer.
If the view VW i is consistent, every active contents peer has the same view and bandwidth information. Next,
each active contents peer CPi has to find the content packet sequence number SQ on which every active contents
peer makes an agreement. As discussed in the preceding subsection, every content packet t where t.SQMinMVQ is
surely sent by some contents peer. However, MinMVQ may not be the same in every active contents peer. Hence, we
take the following action in each active contents peer CPi :
1. Every active contents peer CPj in the view VW i is classified to some class class(CPj ) according to the classifi-
cation algorithm. Let M be
∑K−1
k=0 2K−1−kCPNk for the number K of the classes. M gives the size of a segment,
i.e. the number of packets in a segment.
2. A contents peer CPi takes a content packet s where t.SQ = γM such as an integer γ that γM  MinMVQ <
(γ + 1)M . The content packet s is referred to as a synchronization point in the sequence pkt.
3. IniSQ is a sequence number s.SQ of a synchronization point s, IniSQ = s.SQ. The contents peer CPi reallo-
cates every content packet t where t.SQ  IniSQ to the buckets according to the packet allocation algorithm
PAlloc(IniSQ, K , MaxSQ).
Suppose a contents peer CPi takes the synchronization sequence number IniSQi . Content packets where sequence
numbers are larger than or equal to IniSQi are reallocated to buckets according to the packet allocation algorithm
PAlloc(IniSQi , K , MaxSQ). Here, another contents peer CPj may take the sequence number IniSQj different from
IniSQi . A condition |IniSQj − IniSQi | = β ·M surely holds for some integer constant β ( 1) and every pair of active
contents peers CPi and CPj . Suppose IniSQj < IniSQi . The contents peer CPj allocates every content packet t where
t.SQ IniSQj by the algorithm PAlloc(IniSQj , K , MaxSQ). Every packet t where t.SQ IniSQi is surely allocated
to the buckets in the contents peer CPj in a same way as the contents peer CPi because the number M of content
packets are a unit of packet allocation. In Fig. 5, M = 7. Hence, content packets t1, t8, t15, . . . can be synchronization
points. Thus, each active contents peer CPi reallocates packets to buckets in the same way even if some packets which
have been sent by another contents peer might be transmitted again. The leaf peer LPs continuously receives packets
of a multimedia content from active contents peers without packet loss while the membership and performance of
contents peers are changed.
4.6. Redundant transmission
Some contents peer may be dormant due to the fault and congestion. If some contents peer CPk is detected to be
dormant, the other active contents peers make a decision on what content packets each active contents peer to transmit.
It takes time to detect the dormant contents peer and reallocate content packets to each of the active contents peers.
In order to satisfy the real-time constraint, we take an approach where the contents peers transmit redundant content
packets to the leaf peer. In the two-phase slow start (TPSS) algorithm [26,27] and the asynchronous multi-source
streaming (AMSS) model [7,8], parity packets are transmitted in addition to content packet. One parity packet pt is
created by taking the exclusive or (XOR) of content packets t1, . . . , th. Even if one content packet tl (1 l  h) is lost,
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In this paper, we assume packets are lost with a channel CLis from a contents peer CPi to a leaf peer LPs in a burst
manner (i = 1, . . . , n). The number of content packets lost in a burst failure is referred to as burst length of each
channel CLis . We assume the maximum burst length BLis of each channel CLis to be bounded.
Let BL be the maximum burst length in a collection of the channels CL1s , . . . ,CLns to a leaf peer LPs . A parity
packet is created for some number h of content packets. If BL packets are lost, additional BL parity packets are
required to be transmitted to recover data in the lost packets. Here, totally (h + 1)BL packets are transmitted. Let
M be the size of a segment. Let σ be a constant integer such that σM  (h + 1)BL > (σ − 1)M . Parity packets are
distributed in σ contingent segments. On receipt of σ segments, every data in the segments can be obtained even if
BL content packets are lost in the segments. The leaf peer LPs has to wait until the leaf peer LPs receives σ segments
in presence of burst packet loss. Then, data in content packets lost are recovered by other packets received.
5. Evaluation
We evaluate the heterogeneous asynchronous multi-source streaming (HAMS) protocol compared with the single-
source streaming (SSS) model and the asynchronous multi-source streaming (AMSS) models. In this evaluation, three
contents peers CP1, CP2, and, CP3 transmit content packets of a multimedia content C to a leaf peer LPs . We assume
that the delay time of each channel CLis between a pair of a contents peer CPi and a leaf peer LPs is reliable, i.e.
no packet loss and is constant (i = 1,2,3). We consider a video data C of one Gbytes as a multimedia content. On
the other hand, each channel CLis between a contents peer CPi and a leaf peer LPs may support different bandwidth
bwis . We consider the following four configurations of channels CL1s , CL2s , and CL3s with the bandwidth ratio
|bw1s | : |bw2s | : |bw3s |:
1. |bw1s | : |bw2s | : |bw3s | = 4 : 2 : 1;
2. |bw1s | : |bw2s | : |bw3s | = 2 : 2 : 1;
3. |bw1s | : |bw2s | : |bw3s | = 10 : 2 : 1;
4. |bw1s | : |bw2s | : |bw3s | = 1 : 1 : 1.
Figure 9 shows the configurations 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the channels between the contents peers CP1, CP2, CP3 and the
leaf peer LPs . The minimum bandwidth is denoted by 1 which means 10 [Mbps] in each configuration. For example,
CL1s = 40 [Mbps], CL2s = 20 [Mbps], and CL3s = 10 [Mbps] in the configuration 1.
In the evaluation, a peer is realized in one process and processes are interconnected with logical communication
channels in one computer (DELL Precision 650 with Linux 2.6.11-kernel OS, dual Intel Xeon 2.0 GHz CPU, and
1.5 GB main memory). Each contents peer CPi transmits some number of packets for one time unit. The transmission
rate [packet/time unit] of each contents peer CPi is given by 1/BW is . One content packet is 500 bytes long. We first
consider the following multimedia streaming models for the four configurations shown in Fig. 9:
1. Single-source streaming (SSS) model.
2. Asynchronous multi-source streaming (AMSS) model [7,8].
3. Heterogeneous asynchronous multi-source streaming (HAMS) model.
Fig. 9. Configurations.
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For each of the streaming models, we consider the four types of the channel configurations shown in Fig. 9.
Each contents peer CPi transmits content packets of the video contents to the leaf peer LPs . In the single-source
streaming (SSS) model, one contents peer sends all the content packets to the leaf peer through the fastest channel
in each configuration. For example, only the contents peer CP1 sends content packets of the content to LPs at the
rate 40 [Mbps] in the configuration 1. In the asynchronous multi-source streaming (AMSS) model, each contents peer
transmits content packets at the same rate. The rate is decided by the minimum bandwidth 10 [Mbps] in the channels
CL1s , CL2s , and CL3s . For example, each of the contents peers CP1, CP2, and CP3 sends content packets at the rate
10 [Mbps] in the configuration 1. Lastly, each contents peer CPi transmits content packets at the rate of the channel
CLis in the HAMS model. In configuration 1, the contents peers CP1, CP2, and CP3 send content packets at the rates
40, 20, and 10 [Mbps], respectively.
First, we measure the throughput of each of the SSS, AMSS, and HAMS models. Figure 10 shows how many
content packets can be transmitted for time units in the AMSS and HAMS models. In the AMSS model, 75, 150, and
30 content packets for the configurations 1, 2, and 3 of Fig. 9, respectively, are transmitted to the leaf peer LPs for
100 time units. On the other hand, 175, 130, and 200 content packets for the configurations 1, 2, and 3, respectively,
can be transmitted to the leaf peer LPs in the HAMS model. Thus, the HAMS model implies the higher throughput in
heterogeneous networks than the AMSS model. Figures 11–14 show the ratios of the number of packets transmitted
of the AMSS and HAMS models to the SSS model for the configurations 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
Figure 11 shows the configuration 1 where |bw1s | : |bw2s | : |bw3s | = 4 : 2 : 1. About 70% of the throughput is
increased in the HAMS model for the SSS model since at most 70 [Mbps] rate is taken in the HAMS model can while
40 [Mbps] in the SSS model. However, about 20% of the throughput is decreased in the AMSS model since only the
minimum bandwidth bw3s , i.e. 10 [Mbps] of the slowest channel CL3s can be used in each channel.
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Figure 12 shows the configuration 2 where the bandwidth ratio is 2 : 2 : 1. Here, both the HAMS and AMSS
models imply the higher throughput than the SSS model. In the AMSS model, three channels are used to in parallel
transmit content packets and the total bandwidth 30 [Mbps] used in the channels is larger than 20 [Mbps] of the fastest
channel CL1s .
Figure 13 shows the configuration 3 where the bandwidth ratio is 10 : 2 : 1. The bandwidth difference between the
fastest channel CL1s and the slowest channel CL3s is the largest in the four configurations. The HAMS model implies
almost two times larger bandwidth than the SSS model. However, the AMSS model can obtain only 30% of the SSS
throughput.
Figure 14 shows the configuration 4 where each channel supports the same bandwidth. Here, the HAMS and AMSS
models support the same throughput. The HAMS and AMSS models imply three times higher bandwidth than the SSS
model.
Thus, the heterogeneous asynchronous multi-source streaming (HAMS) model supports higher throughput than
the asynchronous multi-source streaming (AMSS) and single-source streaming (SSS) models. The AMSS model can
support the higher throughput than the SSS model for the configurations 2 and 4 but the lower for the configurations 1
and 3. In the configuration 4, the AMSS and HAMS models support the same throughput since every channel supports
the same bandwidth. The HAMS model can support multimedia streaming applications with the high throughput in
heterogeneous environment like peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay networks.
6. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we newly discussed the heterogeneous asynchronous multi-source streaming (HAMS) protocol for
transmitting continuous multimedia contents from multiple contents peers to a leaf peer. In peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay
networks, peers on various types of computers like personal computers and high-performance servers can support
other peers with multimedia contents. The peers may not support enough computation power to distribute contents
to other peers and enough QoS may not be supported in underlying networks. In addition, each communication
channel between contents peers and leaf peers may support different QoS from faster to slower communication of
data. Furthermore, each contents peer can start transmitting content packets independently of the other contents peers
in our HAMS model. While transmitting content packets to leaf peers and exchanging control packets among contents
peers, every active contents peer sends a different subsequence of content packets from the other contents peers to a
leaf peer. Even if some number of contents peers get dormant and some packets are lost, each leaf peer can receive
the whole content. In the evaluation, we showed that the HAMS model implies high-performance and highly reliable
communication than the asynchronous multi-source streaming (AMSS) model [7,8] and the traditional single-source
streaming (SSS) model.
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